Strap for bindings WIMOR
Why BIO:
The strap WIMOR as a common tie equally in a tube of PVC, weighs gr. 2.50
In Italy there are at least 1,300,000 hectares of land planted with vines.
In a modern plant cultivated by the method Guiot 5000 are rooted every barbatella should be tied
with 3 snares on the trunk and branch 2 on the fruit.
25,000 per hectare are then ties equal to 62.50 kg of PVC.
If you use the strap WIMOR bind these plants once, then for 7 years no need to fix it because the
strap fits the growth of trunks and branches to fruit.
In addition, the strap WIMOR you can use for other purposes without replacing it and putting it to
lose its capacity for at least 50 times.
Traditional ties with these 7 years in one hectare of vineyard you lost 437.50 kg of spare PVC pipe
to break down will take more than 30 years.
If the strap WIMOR were used in vineyards all over Italy in these 7 years would not have disposed
of 568,750,000 tons of unusable pieces of PVC.
Why INNOVATIVE:
A - a common slur you have to redo every year because otherwise the plant will strangle this
operation of labor alone will cost about 800 euros per hectare per year worked in
7 years of life saved only strap you WIMOR labor Euro 5,600 for each
hectare worked.
B - for modern mechanized vineyards, the WIMOR strap is designed to withstand
loads of machines and harvesters sfrondatici.
C - its cost compared to similar but non-adjustable snares is the lowest in the market.
D - no longer have to buy and use to staff engaged in regular expensive
and mechanically sensitive binders. power that often break in the hands of inexperienced people
And - the strap WIMOR you can use the garden for tying tomato plants, beans, cucumbers
etc.., it can retrieve and reposition for at least another 50volte before replacing it.

(Do a search on the internet or in the office skills of those bottles are produced in various states and
how many acres are used for individual vineyards)

